Abstract—During the last few years, the revolution of social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram led to a daily increasing of data that are heterogeneous in their sources, data models, and platforms. Heterogeneous data sources have many forms such as the www, deep web, relational databases systems, No-SQL database systems, hierarchal data systems, semi-structured files, in which data are usually allocated on different machines (distributed) and have different data models (heterogeneous).

Large-scale data integration efforts demonstrate that their most valuable contribution is implementing a data integration platform that provides a uniform access to the heterogeneous data sources, as well as the different versions of data reported by the same data source over time. Furthermore, the platform must be able to integrate data from a broad range of data authoring devices and database management systems. It also should be accessible by almost types of data querying devices to ensure globally querying the integration platform from any place on earth anytime and receiving the query result in any data format.

In this paper, we create a resource oriented heterogeneous data integration platform (ROHDIP) that facilitates the data integration process and implements the objectives discussed above. We use the resource oriented architecture ROA to support the uniform access by most types of data querying devices from anywhere and to improve the query response time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The enduring utilization of information technology raises data sharing as a challenging problem for many enterprises. Most enterprise information management systems adopted the opinion of establishing isolated database management systems in departments that may be geographically dispersed or have different business type to improve production, management, and efficiency. However, these systems are developed using different software companies at various times, on different platforms as well, which inevitably will lead to the coexistence of heterogeneous databases [1]. Heterogeneous data are often collected from an unknown or an unlimited number of sources in different formats. Two types of data heterogeneity; namely, structural heterogeneity and semantic heterogeneity are counted. In structural heterogeneity, the information systems store data in several structures. While semantic heterogeneity concerns with both the data item content and its intended meaning. The rapidly increasing number of structured, semi-structured data sources results in a crucial need for uniform and flexible query interfaces to access data that are distributed on heterogeneous and autonomous sources [2] [3] [4] [5].

Data integration system allows users to specify what information is needed without providing detailed instructions of the methodology followed to obtain that information or even specifying its location. In order to have the capacity to do so, data integration system must be able to do the following process; communication and interaction with data sources, unifying different queries in requester specifying vocabulary (ontology) across multiple autonomous, distributed and heterogeneous data sources, mapping techniques between requester ontology and the data source ontology, extracting information from the query with respect to the target data sources, and finally translating the query results to the requester vocabulary [4].

Recently, many approaches to data integration were developed including manual integration, application-based integration, middleware data integration, physical data integration and virtual integration. In manual integration (common user interface), users manage all relevant information, accessing all the source systems and there is no unified view exists for the data. Application-based integration requires the particular applications to achieve all the integration efforts; therefore, this approach is manageable only in case of a limited number of applications. The approach that transfers the integration logic from particular applications to a new middleware layer is called middleware data integration. However, this approach does not ensure achieving the practical requirements. Physical data integration usually creates a new system that copies the data from different source systems to be stored and managed independently of the original system. The most well-known implementation of this approach is called data warehouse (DW) [6][7] which combines data from different sources (such as mainframes, databases, flat files). However, the need for a separate system to handle the vast volumes of data constitutes demerit of this approach. The final approach is virtual integration which leaves data in the source systems and defines a set of views to provide the customer with a unified view of the whole enterprise. For example, when we need to query specific data, it will be retrieved only from its data source [8] [9].

Virtual integration approach has several advantages that make it one of the most successful data integration approaches. It succeeds to propagate the data update from the source system to the integration system with almost zero latency.
Also, virtual integration has no need to copy any data from the data source to the integration system. Also, it does not need to unify the distributed data sources. Based on that, this paper is concerned with proposing an algorithm that adopts the virtual integration approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the related work is discussed in section II. Section III illustrates the problem statement and presents the proposed framework. The experimental results are exhibited and analyzed in section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper ideas and suggests future research ideas.

II. RELATED WORK

Several data integration platforms have been developed to provide a uniform query interface that has the capability to query the heterogeneous data sources [10] [11].

Specifically, an extensive wide variety of methods is proposed to achieve virtual integration approach, each of which was targeting the same goal but with its autonomous way. These methods are categorized into two approaches: Global-As-View (GAV) and Local-As-View (LAV). GAV produces a top abstract level that constitutes a single mediated schema described as views (mappings) of all local data sources [12] [13], while LAV describes the local data sources as views over a global schema [2] [14]. After that, many approaches have been derived from LAV and GAV [11] [15] making the best use of these two modern technologies, such as SOA “Service Oriented Architecture” that is used in implementing dynamic and flexible integration systems; namely, Service Oriented Data Integration systems. Then, various data integration frameworks based on SOA have been developed in the last few years such as SODIA architecture [11]. SODIA merges the data at various, distributed, heterogeneous and autonomous data sources into a single dynamic view. Service providers publish their data sources as data access services, which may be detected instantly at the time they are needed and released after use. Hence, variations of organization structures, backend data sources, data structures, or semantics could be managed and potentially the maintenance cost is reduced.

In 2009, an architecture for "Internet of Things" has been proposed to connect millions of different devices together based on service-oriented approach [16]. The architecture hides the heterogeneity of hardware, software, data formats and communication protocols. The specifications of the architecture support open and standardized communication via web services at all layers. Services abstract all functionality offered by networked devices. A runtime for the execution of the composed services was provided.

After that, Sanz et al. proposed an approach to integrate several technologies, such as the JSF, Spring and Hibernate frameworks in a multilayer architecture. SOA architecture provides services to allow collaborative work, using the independent development of components in different layers. The approach relies on developing a global software system where the presentation layers for different end devices are separated from the business logic layer, whose services are reused for three types of user interfaces without changing the code [17].

The challenges of interconnection and communication of different protocols between heterogeneous systems have been investigated in 2010 [18]. An integration platform is constructed to achieve the synchronization and transformation of data between heterogeneous systems through registering, mapping the various service components and constructing the SOA framework of enterprise based on the service component. The platform uses XML as a middleware for mapping several data sources into a unified model depending on a set of mapping transformations. The element of each mapping model has one service component which indicates the source or destination of elements. So, a path from a data source to another data source must exist to define and achieve data synchronization.

A web service middleware framework that provides an interface for external clients to enable them to access different local data sources with a transparent manner has been developed [19]. It has a module for configuring the middleware with the information of the heterogeneous data sources. As a new query is submitted to the middleware, it is routed based on the registered information at the middleware then the query is locally wrapped into different forms. In addition, the result of the query is combined into large XML dataset that is returned to the client who initiates the query.

Kester et al. succeeded to develop a system that integrates several drug stores, which are incorporated based on SOA concepts with web services [20]. The database systems of the drug stores have been incorporated via a service bus such that drugs can be queried from all registered geographically distributed data stores. The nearest geographical location of drug result can be monitored and tracked.

Each of the previously mentioned systems has its own desirable features, but all of them suffer from some limitations. Thus, we propose a new data integration platform called Resource Oriented Heterogeneous Data Integration Platform (ROHDIP) to overcome these limitations.

III. METHODOLOGY

The pre-integrated system design is shown in Fig. 1, which consists of: applications, network connections, and local databases. Applications are allocated on different machines that utilize different operating systems (Windows, UNIX, Linux…etc.). Each application is written in any programming language (e.g. C#, Java, JS, Ruby …etc.) A network is required for direct connection between each application and its corresponding local data source. This network can be LAN, MAN or WAN. There are several types of local databases each may have a specific data model with different database management systems (such as Relational, Object, Tree, Hierarchy, Flat file). Each application is able only to query its corresponding DBMS(Database Management System) that is installed on it.
The previous architecture suffers from an obvious shortcoming that each application is restricted to query its local database only, to defeat this limitation the research attitude turned to focus on virtual integration approach.

The most challenging issue in the virtual data integration architecture is the network communication between the mediated schema and the data sources; see Fig. 2. This issue was solved by using Service-oriented architecture (SOA), as it exchanges data across the platform in the standard way through web services [21]. However, SOA data integration platforms still have some disadvantages [22] [23]. For example, size multiplication of the transmitted data leads to a negative impact on the network traffic and the system performance, especially when treating a large amount of data. Also, SOA platform suffers from higher latency and processing delay. Moreover, not all machines support the SOAP protocol (e.g. mobiles and embedded systems) as a native protocol. To overcome these limitations the Restful architecture is used.

REST is a lightweight, easy and better alternative for the SOAP. Implementing the data exchanges across the platform using the Restful architecture of web service is more efficient in terms of both the network bandwidth utilization of the service requests transmitting over the Internet, as well as the latency incurred during these requests [22][24].

A. The Proposed Platform: ROHDIP

We propose a platform; namely, Resource Oriented Data Integration Platform (ROHDIP) that depends on the resource-oriented architecture (ROA) instead of the SOA architecture. ROA uses Representational State Transfer (RESTful) service based on HTTP protocol for communicating local data sources with mediated schema. ROHDIP is designed as a collection of collaborative RESTful resources allocated on distributed machines with different operating systems and constructed according to the ROA principles as shown in Fig. 3.

B. ROHDIP Architecture

The proposed platform architecture consists of three major steps: mediated schema creation, Data Source subscription, and mediated schema querying.

1) Mediated Schema Creation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. MEDIATED SCHEMAS METADATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mediated Schema ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdsStudent s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdsStaff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdSchN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every mediated schema “Virtual Database” has its metadata see TABLE I. The metadata contain: ID, name, corresponding schema definition in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format and a list of the subscribed data sources of the mediated schema in JSON format. Fig. 4. illustrates the mediated schemas metadata in JSON format.

2) Subscribed Data Sources

When a new data source needs to join the ROHDIP, it must be added to the subscribed data sources metadata; see TABLE II. The metadata contain ID, URI, name, data model/DBMS, connection information between the data source and its wrapper service in JSON format, schema definition in JSON format, wrapper schema transformation rules in JSON format and the result data format. The subscribed data sources metadata in JSON format are also illustrated in Fig. 4.

The wrapper schema transformation rules from the data source schema to the mediated schema (e.g. mdsStudents.StudentID = StdentNO, mdsStudents. StudentName = StdName, StdTel = null) are required as they enable the mediated schema to map the requested query to the data source schema semantics. Furthermore, the data source result format (e.g. JSON, XML, delimited text) is provided to enable the mediated schema to read the result and convert it to the requester desired format.
3) Mediated Schema “Virtual Database” Query

In order to query the mediated schema from any location and from any querying device, using the HTTP verb “GET”, we need to send HTTP request to the mediated schema URI i.e. http://IntegrationPlatfrom.Innotech.com.eg, in which we have to fill the requested mediated schema ID HTTP header i.e. “mdsStudents” and feed the “query” HTTP header with the desired query string i.e. “select * from mdsStudents”. Upon receiving the HTTP request; the mediated schema RESTful
service will check if the mediated schema ID is valid by examining the mediated schemas metadata.

If the mediated schema is valid, the mediated schema RESTful service will iterate through all its corresponding subscribed data sources by getting them from the mediated schemas metadata. Then, it will read its data model/DBMS, connection information, data definition, and wrapper details “mapping rules”. After that, HTTP request will be sent to all the subscribed data sources wrapper services URI(s) to retrieve the HTTP request result and append it to the mediated schema query result JSON data.

Finally, convert the JSON result consolidated from all the data sources to the requester data format then return it back to the requester in the body section of the requester query HTTP response.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The proposed platform is evaluated using the KDD'99 dataset, which includes 41 features extracted from DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) TCP dump in 1998 [25] [7]. The kdd'99 dataset consists of 494,021 connection records. We divide the KDD’99 dataset into six groups of smaller n-record datasets where n equals 5, 50, 500, 1000, 5000 and 10,000 records. The generated datasets are distributed over three servers each of which are of type PowerEdge R220 Rack Server, processor Xeon CPU e3-1220 v3 3.1GHZ, and Ram 24 GB.

We compare the performance of our proposed platform with SOA data integration framework, in terms of the end-to-end response time each query takes to retrieve a different number of rows. The response time is estimated for 5000, 25000, 50000, 75000, 100000 and 125000 rows. The proposed platform outperforms SOA, considering all the mentioned retrieved data sizes.

Fig. 5 through 10 illustrate the significant performance progress of the proposed ROHDIP platform comparing to the SOA framework regarding different sizes of retrieved query result. ROHDIP achieves the required integration of data retrieved from a query with minimum response time compared to SOA among a different number of data sets. The results clarify that the gap between ROA and SOA increases as the query result size increases. The results demonstrate that ROA is better than SOA in the data integration field.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Data integration is considered as the most urgent data task due to the daily increasing of data in heterogeneous data sources. In this paper, Resource Oriented Heterogeneous Data Integration Platform (ROHDIP) is proposed in order to integrate data from multiple heterogeneous data sources providing a unified query interface. The results evidence that ROA outperforms SOA for any query result size on a variety of distributed data sources achieving the minimum response time.

We believe that the vision and research contribution described in this paper will serve large-scale data gathering and integration studies in the near future.

As mentioned in the paper, the heterogeneous data sources are distributed and allocated on different machines, so, our future vision is to apply parallel processing or parallel querying between the mediated schema RESTful service and the wrappers RESTful services. Further investigations are needed concerning the security issues.
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